
It’s all here! BIG on Style. BIG on Power.
The Titan S will make you the envy of the fairway.

The Titan Series Golf Buggies are designed for the more demanding golfer.
 The Titan-S Golf Buggy is no exception being powerful, stable and easily able to handle

long demanding golf courses easing over difficult terrain. The buggy comes loaded 
with lithium power, meaning the Titan-S requires 

just one 18-hole lithium battery creating a weight saving of over 45kg or 9 stone from
typical lead acid batteries and a significant space saving with the battery

 measuring just (W)160mm x (L)250mm x (H)200mm (6.25" x 10" x 8"). The Battery is
supplied fully protected by a sophisticated specially designed 

battery management system that constantly
 monitors every cell to ensure the battery is always optimized for the best performance. 

Charging is also quicker, a flat battery will charge in around 8 hours.

The Titan-S operates through the more conventional steering wheel column
 that incorporates a 3 light battery management system. The forward and reverse

 drive is managed through the key switch whilst acceleration is controlled through a
 single foot pedal meaning the Titan-S is an even easier and comfier ride. 

The extra power  in the Titan-S is controlled on the ground by four large fairway 
friendly tyres that deliver incredible grip and performance over some of the

most difficult terrain, whilst the 'twisting' chassis ensures
that the buggy remains stable and all four wheels remain firmly on the ground at all times.

 The buggy can be quickly and fully dismantled to fit in most
hatch backs for easy transportation.

Titan and Titan-S 
models are fitted with

 larger central
Speed control 

unit and heavier
wiring looms

for harder going.

T I TAN-S

Contents:
1 x  Titan-S
1 x 24v Charger.
1 x 18+ Hole Lithium battery.
2 x Stabilizer Wheels
1 x Golf Club Carrier
1 x Front mesh basket
Tool Kit and Instructions.

Uses:
Heavy, Long Golf Course

Lithium battery weighs only
7.5kg, lasts 5 times longer
and charges in half the
time and comes with a 
2 year warranty

Please ask for details.
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Picture showing single Lithium
battery fitted as standard

32” Bag Stand 140 S-Drive Umbrella

Accesories Luxury Comfort Seat Mudguards full set

DRIVES

Some of the upgrades available...
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